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MAORI FORTIFICATIONS GF 'FHE·OMATA AND 
OAKURA DISTRICTS, TARANAKI 

NIGEL PRICKETT 

AUCKLAND INSTITUTE AND MUSEUM 

Absnact, Thirty-two Maori fortifications of the Omata and Oakura districts. Taranaki. 
are described. The majority of sites have ring-ditch defences. A high proportion 
enclose only a very small occupation area. 

In recent years there has been a considerable effort put into archaeological site 
surveying, funded mainly by the New Zealand Historic Places Trust. This has added to the 
public: record-a very large number of previously unrecorded sites including many fortified 
pa. Most surveying work, however, has been extensive rather than intensive in nature. 
Districts have been covered rapidly with the aim of recording most prehistoric archaeolog 
ical sites within them. This has followed partly from the conservation and site manage 
ment goals of the Historic Places Trust acting under the Historic Places Amendment Act 
1975, and partly because of a widespread interest in site distribution studies. One result of 
this approach has been that topographically complex sites such as pa have been sketched 
quickly by pacing or tape and compass techniques and that more accurate mapping has 
been deferred until some time in the future when resources can be specifically directed to 
this end. 

The archaeological study of Maori fortifications has proceeded fitfully since Best's 
pioneer work The Pa Maori was first published in 1927 (Best 1975). Since then there have 
been a number of important contributions of a descriptive and theoretical nature. While 
much material has been published, however, and some useful analytical ideas introduced 
yet we remain faced with a fundamental lack of accessible descriptive material on pa. The 
growing body of knowledge on site record forms has not found its way into published 
form. Improvements in theoretical discussion of Maori fortifications depends to a large 
extent on publication of basic descriptive material which may then be used for analysis. 
The most useful contributions are those which give descriptions of all sites in a.particular 
region. This results in a controlled sample which may be used with confidence in com 
parative studies at many levels as well as providing a coherent descriptive work of interest 
in itself. 

Taranaki is already the focus of one of the most important studies of pa yet published 
in New Zealand. In his Archaeology in North Taranaki, New Zealand Buist (1964) 
examined the Maori fortifications of the region between the Onaero River and Paraninihi 
at the northern margin of the Taranaki lowland. Subsequent unpublished field recording in 
Taranaki has focussed on the Hawera and Patea districts and the area south of Stoney 
River. The aim of the present programme is to map all surviving pa between Stoney River 
and the present New Plymouth urban area and to record those now destroyed. 

Rec. Auckland Inst. Mus. 17: 1-48 17 December 1980 
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The region of interest between New Plymouth and Stoney River has a coastline of ca. 
20 km and extends inland ca. 5 km. The coastline is open to the north-west and consists of 
extensive sand beaches separated by reefs of volcanic rock and boulders which can extend 
some distance offshore. Behind the coast is a sea cliff or scarp up to 50 m in heightrising 
to a discontinuous terrace which may be traced south from the Ornata district as far as 
Stoney River. In the centre of the survey area the narrowest part of the coastal plain is 
backed by the steep spurs and ridges of the Kaitake Range which rise to over 680 m. To 
the north and south the survey area is bordered by broken country which rises to the flanks 
of the Pouakai Range north of Mt Egmont. A major ridge of this higher broken country 
reaches the coast north of the Tapuae River. 

The survey area comes within the traditional territory of the Taranaki tribe. History 
records that during part of the 18th century this tribe was on the offensive at the expense of 
the neighbouring Te Atiawa and that they occupied lands up to about the Waiongana River 
north of New Plymouth (Smith 1910: 216). Towards the end of the century, however, the 
Te Atiawa gained ascendancy and drove the Taranaki.people southwards, early in the 19th 
century taking the great citadel of Koru on the south bank of the Oakura River. At the time 
of European intrusion the boundary of the Taranaki and Te Atiawa tribes had settled just 
north of the Herekawe Stream (Smith 1910: 117). Thus the survey area extends to what 
was, for some time at least, an important inter-tribal boundary. 

The area was first settled by Europeans with the purchase of the Ornata and 
Tataraimaka Blocks in 1847. The remainder was confiscated and settled in the 1860s. 
Pakeha settlers found an open countryside under bracken, tree fern and native shrubs and 
grasses which extended to the forest edge some 2 to 5 km from the coast. Original forest 
vegetation survived in patches on the terraces and in the narrow river valleys. Almost all 
Maori fortifications lie within the open and semi-forested coastal belt. 

This paper reports the results of three weeks mapping of pa of the Ornata and Oakura 
districts in November and December, 1979. The northern boundary of the work is the 
Herekawe Stream, the southern boundary is Ahuahu Road. The mapping was carried out 
by two teams using alidade and plan table or tape and compass and 'dumpy' level 
according to topography and vegetation cover. A further two weeks in April, 1980, 
allowed some checking of original work and examination of sites in the area now too 
badly damaged for useful mapping. 

The entire survey area falls within the N.Z.M.S.l series map N108 (New Plymouth). 
Map references are from the third edition, 1970. Site numbers refer to the New Zealand 
Archaeological Association site recording scheme. Names ascribed to pa were obtained 
from the original Lands and Survey Department blocksheets covering the Paritutu and 
Wairau Survey Districts which are now in the Lands and Survey Department, New 
Plymouth. The 1950 aerial photographs referred to are from the New Zealand Aerial 
Mapping Ltd (Hastings) series, which are held by the Lands and Survey Department. 

The distribution of pa within the surveyed area is shown in Fig. 1. Presentation of 
individual sites is organised geographically by stream or river catchment areas, working in. 
general from north to south through the Ornata and then the Oakura district. 
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Fig. I. Distribution of pa in the Ornata and Oakura districts, Taranaki. 
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Te Ngahoro NI08/117 (598888) Figs. 2, 3 
Te Ngahoro is situated on a prominent hill nsing above the surrounding terrace 

country seaward of the main South Road between Beach Road and Herekawe Stream. It 
thus commands a wide area northwards to Paritutu and south to Waireka Stream. The site 
is topped by the 'Lloyd G' trig station, 88.5 m above sea level. pam age has been done by 
quarrying operations which some time in the past saw the removal of much of one of the 
two occupation platforms of the pa. The site is now under pasture. Its prominent skyline 
situation and its location on the outskirts of New Plymouth make Te Ngahoro one of the 
most visually important archaeological sites in Taranaki. 

Defences consist of a single ditch and bank which runs around the site, broken only 
by road access to the old quarry. Outside the artificial defences further security is given by 
the steep slope of the hill to the south and east. A slight spur runs down to the west, while 
to the north there is an easy slope to the level ground below. The scarp from the bottom of 
the ditch to the rim of the occupation platforms is now about 4 m in height. Within the pa 
there are 'two platforms separated by a slight ditch and scarps which presumably indicate 
additional, internal defence. A slight rim surrounds most of what remains of the circum 
ference of the two platforms. 

Of the two platforms, the intact eastern one is the larger, being ca. 575 m2 in area. It 
is also the higher platform of the two. The lower platform appears to have been ca. 450 
m-. The total occuoation area including the internal defences is ca. 1100 m-. There is no 
surface evidence of house terraces or other features on the two platforms. Two slight 
depressions in the outer bank are suggestive of collapsed rua, or underground food storage 
pits. 

According to tradition Te N gahoro was occupied towards the end of the 18th century 
(Smith 1910: 237, 242-243). With European settlement it became widely known as 
'Major Lloyd's pa ' after an early landowner. In February, 1861, the hill was used by a 
force of Taranaki and other southern tribes as a position from which to fire on the nearby 
Omata Stockade. 

I: 
Ngaturi NI08/39 (605884) 

Early in 1860, European settlers of the Ornata district built a stockade on the site of a 
former Maori pa called Ngaturi. The situation was a commanding one on a hill which rose 
above the surrounding terrace country in much the same way as nearby Te Ngahoro. The 
site, which owes its present topography to the settlers' works of 1860, can be seen next to 
the main road above the left bank of the Herekawe Stream. 

It seems likely from its situation that Ngaturi was defended by a single ditch and 
bank. When excavations were undertaken at the Ornata Stockade in January and February, 
1977, some evidence was uncovered of the earlier Maori occupation of the hill (see 
Prickett 1978a). Three rua had evidently been cut from different levels of an uneven 
occupation platform. These were apparently located on the former platform margin. A 
terrace cut in to the southern side of the hill had been filled in by the settlers in preparing 
the site for their fortification. The present rectangular platform of 25 x 15 m maximum 
dimensions gives an area of ca. 275 m-, which may not be substantially altered from the 
earlier occupation platform of Ngaturi pa. 

c D 
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Fig. 2. Plan and sections of Te N gahoro (N 108/ I 17). 
(For key to plan figures see below Fig. I). 
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Fig. 3. Te Ngahoro from South Road - view from the east. 

NI08/111 (604873) 
This small pa is situated at the confluence of the Herekawe and Mangahererangi 

Streams, at the end of an undulating spur which extends some 200 m from the south-east 
margin of the Omata terrace. The fortification is marked on the Lands and Survey De 
partment blocksheet (Paritutu VIII, 36/10) but no name is given. The site is in poor 
condition under pasture. A blurred defensive ditch, some difficult terraces and a single 
open pit are all that remain. 

The situation on the steep sided spur end allows strong natural defence on three sides. 
At the east end and south side is a precipitous drop of 30-35 m to the Herekawe Stream. 
The north side of the spur is slightly less steep and falls away into a side gully. The only 
artificial defence now apparent is an eroded ditch 12 m long and 5 m wide which cuts the 
spur at the west end of the site. 

The main defended area is ca. 34 x 12 m, of an area of ca. 300 rn-. A single platform 
rises slightly to an artificially flattened high point in the centre. Two or three more terraces 
are cut into the gentle slope which falls from the centre to the platform rim. Below the 
platform, on the comparatively easy north face of the site are two more artificial terraces. 
On the precipitous south side of the site a single open pit 5 x 2 m occupies a small natural 
terrace 10 m above the stream. 

TARANAKI PA 7 

l'IIIIi,II:1I1:1 NI08/110 (592869) Figs. 4, 5 

I 'pi i k i lalla is situated on a spur between two upper branches of the Waireka Stream, 
)" II\'I'\'II South Road and Waireka Road. It occupies a commanding knoll on a long, 
f" ""11111 low, spur which runs down to the north. A deep and narrow saddle gives good 
11111111 Ii protection against an advance down the spur, the two flanks offer only precipitous 
IIPP"Il\cll's, while the approach from the north is comparatively easy up a gentle slope. 
I I II" Il' I' uround to the south and west is ca. 200 m distant. Some erosion of defences has 
III 1 I'" cd , spec ially on the west side. The present landowner reports some filling in of rua 
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POTIKITAUA N108/110 

Fig. 4. Plan and sections of Potikitaua (N108/11O). 
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Fig. 5. Potikitaua - aerial view from the south. 

pits in the past to prevent stock losses. The site is now under grass with scattered 
rewarewa outside the defences to the west and other native vegetation clinging to the cliff 
on the eastern side. 

Its difficult natural approaches apart, Potikitaua is defended on three sides by a single 
strong ditch and bank, with a steep 3-4 m scarp to the occupation platform. On the east 
side of the pa the ditch and bank is absent, defence here being left to the precipitous 
natural slope. A pronounced rim surrounds the occupation platform, in places reaching 
upwards of 50 ern in height. This is especially strong at the southern corner next to the 
spur which runs away to higher ground. 

The occupation platform of Potikitaua gives an available living area of ca. 250 m-. 
The platform slopes down to the north. Four or five small terraces were presumably 
designed to accommodate dwellings or other structures. Three characteristic depressions 
indicate rua, although what proportion this is of the original number is not known. 

Rangitui NI08/112 (593880) Fig. 6 
Rangitui occupies a knoll in a low part of the long ridge between Waireka and 

Waioratoki Streams, ca. 700 m from the sea. It is a little up and across the Waireka 
Stream from NI08/113. The situation is low down below the general level of the surround 
ing countryside. The site is now under grass and scattered native trees and shrubs. A 
single large karaka tree stands on the south-east end of the platform. The pa is mostly in 
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Fig. 6. Plan and sections of Rangitui (NI08/112). 
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good condition, although a plantation of pines has recently been felled and removed from 
the south-west flank of the site with some damage being done to the earthworks. The 
defences of the north-east side have suffered considerably from the preparation of a farm 
track, the same track also having been cut through the successive ditch and bank defences 
of the south-east end of the site. 

Use has been made of a slight knoll for the fortification despite easy approaches from 
both directions along the ridge. Higher ground is ca. 100 m distant along the ridge to the 
south-east and ca. 60 m along the ridge to the west. Neither are the flanks particularly 
precipitous: to the north-east there is an approximately 10 m drop into the now swampy 
bottom of the Waioratoki Stream valley, while on the other side the Waireka Stream runs 
ca. 20-25 m below the pa. Very strong ditch and bank defence compensates for the easy 
natural approaches. In both directions along the ridge are three ditches and intervening 
banks. A single ditch and bank runs along both sides. The total depth of successive 
defences at the south-east end (from the counterscarp of the outer ditch to the rim of the 
occupation platform) is 32 m. At the other end successive defences are even longer. 
Between the second and third ditch at the north-west end is a broad platform rather than a 
bank; this has a slight rim on the outer margin and a depression, possibly signifying a rua, 
on it, and may have been used as a living area. The present scarp from the inner occupa 
tion platform to the bottom of the ditch is ca. 4 m high. The south-east end of the platform 
is topped by a substantial 50 em high bank. . 

The total area occupied by the fortification is ca. 2400 m2. The considerable de 
fences, however, defend only a tiny inner platform of ca. 200 m-. The platform is 28 m 
long and 5-9 m wide. Successful defences would, of course, have required outer banks to 
be manned as well as the inner platform, and this would have presented an attacking force 
with a formidable problem. The size of the defended occupation area, however, meant 
that only a small number of people not actively engaged in defence could have been 
accommodated. Thus this pa may have been a forward tactical fortification designed as a 
battlefield fieldwork rather than as a defended retreat for a local population. The lack of 
evidence for food storage, however, leaves open the question of how long any defending 
force could have held out. 

NI08/113 (591878) Fig. 7 
N108/113 is situated low on a spur between two small gullies on the left bank of the 

Waireka Stream ca. 700 m from the sea. The site is clearly visible from Rangitui ca. 150 
m distant across the stream valley, and from NI08/116 at the mouth of the stream. Use is 
made of a low rise in the spur which is separated from the high terrace edge about 120 m 
distant by a broad saddle. The site is under grass, with scattered karaka, rewarewa and 
other native vegetation. Damage has been done by the formation of a farm road which 
crosses the ditch and continues up the east side to the occupation platform. 

The natural defences of this fortification are slight with easy approaches on every 
side except to the east where a steep slope falls away into the more substantial of the two 
flanking gullies. Artificial defences are of the single ditch and bank form. The outer bank 
is incomplete, partly through recent damage and partly also through much older gaps in 
the defences which presumably date from the period of construction or occupation. The 
ditch is wide and the scarp to the occupation platform almost 6 m high in places, although 

r' 

o 10 20 m N 108/113 
Fig. 7. Plan and sections of N 108/1 13. 
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only half that at the north-west end. There are two rua within the ditch at the south-east 
end of the site and a further rua on top of the outer bank beyond. Another possible rua is 
on the bank at the north-west extremity of the site. On the platform rim at the same end is a 
substantial bank which presumably added to the defence of the weakest sector of ditch and 
bank. 

The top platform is 38 x 9-13 m in size, ca. 400 m2 in area. The platform is unusual 
within the survey area in that much of it is. taken up by ca. 18 rua, indicating a great deal 
of storage for a comparatively small fortification. An area of ca. 120 m", which occupies 
much of the higher south-east end of the platform, is separated from the remainder of the 
broken platform by a slight scarp. The platform as a whole slopes down to the north-west. 

NI081116 (586883) Fig. 8 

This fortification is marked on the early Lands and Survey Department blocksheet 
(Pari tutu IV, 36/6) but no name is attached. It is located at the northernmost corner of the 
major terrace now occupied in large part by the Ivon Watkins-Dow research farm, high on 
the south bank of the Waireka Stream. A slight knoll near the top of a spur leading off the 
terrace has been strongly fortified. The site commands both the valley of the Waireka 
Stream to the north and east and the steep face that runs down to low but precipitous sea 
cliffs to the west. Some damage has been done with use being made of the ditch and bank 
defence on the east (Waireka Stream) side for a farm track which now runs down the spur. 
There is also some recent stock damage. The site is under grass. 

On the east side of the site a precipitous hillside drops 20 m to the Waireka Stream. 
To the north and west the approach is up a steep face or slight spur. The southern, 
vulnerable side of the pa, which faces up the spur, has been strongly fortified. The main 
defence of the site is a single ditch and bank which encircles the platform. On the uphill 
side is a second ditch, the counterscarp of which drops straight off the research farm 
terrace. The bottom of the outer ditch is 2 m lower than the bank within. The main ditch at 
this uphill side has a scarp now almost 4 m high to the platform rim. For most of the 
remaining circumference of the platform the scarp is ca. 3 m high falling to 2 m at the 
north side. A slight bank rings the top platform, at the vulnerable southern side rising to 
more than a metre above the platform level, making it one of the most substantial 
defensive features of this type in the survey area. On this high section of platform rim are 
two large holes suggestive of substantial postholes. A gap through the outer bank on the 
north side, now utilised by stock, may have provided access to the ditch and so into the pa. 

The occupation platform of this fortification is only 18 x 13 m maximum dimensions, 
giving an area of approximately 200 rn-. There is no terracing apparent on the occupation 
platform which dips slightly to the north and no rua were found. On the steep spur below 
the northern defences are two terraces, from one of which a track appears to run up to the 
access through the outer bank. Farm roading may have destroyed more evidence of 
occupation nearby. 
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N108/118 (586884) Fig. 9 
Approximately 100 m north and below the prominent ring-ditch pa NI08/116 is the 

remains of a fortification situated on top of the sea cliff on a low spur which runs 
northward on the left bank of the Waireka Stream. A farm road makes use of the ditch and 
bank above the Waireka Stream effectively destroying the defences on this side of the site. 
Much of the remainder of the site is now vanishing as wind blows away the light soil. 

The 1950 aerial photograph (1787/5) shows the four sided fortification standing out 
fairly clearly under light scrub. The artificial defence consists of a single ditch which runs 
around three sides with the cliff making the fourth side. Remaining surface evidence 
indicates a defended platform ca. 26 m long, and the 1950 aerial photograph suggests a 
width of perhaps 20 m. A defended area of ca. 500 m2 is thus indicated. Surface evidence 
suggests a slight terrace ca. 20 m in length outside the defences to the north. Erosion of 
the sea cliff may have accounted for an unknown amount of the site over the year. 

N108/115 (584881) Fig. 10 
This tiny fortification is on the sea face ca. 100 m from the rim of the Ivon 

Watkins-Dow research farm terrace and 40 m above the sea. It is 250 m west of the 
prominent ring-ditch pa N1081l16. Use has been made of a very vulnerable situation on a 
narrow, steeply sloping spur, Much of the bottom end of the site has been entirely 
removed by the recent preparation of a fence line - what has been lost being barely 
visible under light scrub in the 1950 aerial photograph (1787/5). What remains is under 
pasture. 

Defences consist of a single ditch which cuts the spur at the uphill end of the site. 
Beyond it the spur rises to completely command the defended area from only a few metres 
distance. A bank at the upper end of the defended area takes the usual form. The sides are 
defended by steep slopes - on the north-east side dropping 8-10 m into a now swampy 
gully, and on the south-west side dropping 5 m to a terrace now occupied by sheep yards. 
The 1950 aerial photograph shows what may have been a ditch along the latter side but 
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I ", I" 1111 ')'11l' spur is almost cut through ca. 17 m below the upper transverse 
I iii 'I' 111111\ 11'1' some internal defence. The now vanished defences at the seaward 

I 1111 111 IIPP" II' from the aerial photograph to have been another 10 m down the 

11 I I' Iliid II II row occupation area has six rua on it. No artificial terraces are 
1111 il, II IItI"1I III' 'a appears to have been less than 200 m-. 

I I I II I H /·1) Pig. II 
Iltl I'I I Ill, uod 11 'ar the headwaters of the Wairere Stream south of Sutton Road. It 

111,10 " .,11 II 111111 kid' spur dominated by the higher ground of the Sutton Road ridge a 
I "' II' II" II i IIII' IIoJ'1 h-cast defences. There does not appear to have been any knoll on 

1"11 11111 II,,· plt't'ipitollS hillsides off the end and sides allow good natural defence 
10 d III 1111 'Ii' 'ppl'\)lIches - this presumably compensating for the vulnerable north 

I 1111 l ln ·,JI,' I.' 1II1t! I' grass with some macrocarpa trees off the sides. The topography 
1·1'111, Ii Iliid IlIdl~1 ill '1. Recent tree felling operations have involved some damage to the 
I III IIii' uphlll side. 

III I, III I I "'''Isisl of an encircling ditch and bank with an additional ditch at the 
1111 • I I ,1111 ')'Ids outer ditch is somewhat unusual in that the single encircling ditch 

·,,1 11111 111111 Iollih tho .nd ditches rather than, as is usual, for the outer ditch to cut across 
I, 1101)" 'IltI,,· 'li'pllI'lIl .ly. 

III' III' IIpill ion platform has an area of ca. 250 m-. There is no sign of rua or other 
Iliit III.d II IIIIII\"~ 1111 I" platform which dips slightly to the south-west. 

, I" 111111 r~ I ()H/I H . 70874) Figs. 12, 13 
1111 II """!))' Ihis pa comes from the Lands and Survey Department blocksheet 

1111111 )1, .1"11.1) where it can only be assumed it has not been confused with a second 
11111111111' III II the mouth of the Oakura River (N108/145). N108/18 is ca. 350 m north of 

, I"" (N I (IH/) I») lind is situated in a similar unobtrusive situation. The site is close to the 
'",'Ih 1IIIIIk 111 (he Okurukuru Stream low down below a scarp which rises steeply ca. 120 
III I 11\ III III .xtcnsive terrace, the rim of which completely commands Omuna. The 
I ",I 111 utluu uuik '1; use of a slight natural knoll at the seaward margin of a low rolling 
I· II 11, )I I III1W tinder pasture, in generally good order but with stock damage severe in 
11)11, I 

t 11111111 I 1.'1I)\~Ys good natural defence on three sides - only the inland east side being 
111111 I Iii ill' 10 I'Ismg ground beyond the defences. On the north and south sides are slight 

I til lilt, Ih,' Ir 'ads of short gullies, while to the west is a steep, though not precipitous, 
.h,,1' 10111,,· "I bach 25-30 m below. Artificial defences are made up of a single ditch and 
"III~ 1111 u ound. The counterscarp is up to 2 m high while the plattorm IS 3.5-6 m above 
1111 tllil It 

) It,. ,'\' .upation platform dips slightly to the west. There are two collapsed rua on the 
1,11111111111 hili no other sign ofintemal organisation. The platform is 18 x 15 m maximum 
0111111 II lilliS, of an area of ca. 200 m-. Approximately 50 m south-west of the pa is a single 
,,11111 d pll 011 a steep spur leading down to the Okurukuru Stream. 
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OMUNA N108/18 

Fig. 12. Plan and sections of Om una (NI08/18). 
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I II' I I. rnuna (N 108/18) - aerial view from the north. 

III I'll ,(,XX/() Fi's. 14, 15 

I 111.1 .11111 Surv'y Department blocksheet (Wairau II, 45/4) which gives the 
ill I I'll II 10.,1 l' ivcx 'Hakura ' as the name of the small watercourse on the site's 

I ,111111 111,'1,' is II) .atcd on a narrow spur 25-30 m above the beach, The site is 
III ·11,. 1111'11," "pUI'S only 40-50 m away on both flanks and by steeply rising ground 

III Ii I 1111' 111,'1 :11l1 ' damage has been done by initial work for a dam or crossing at 
11111 ,,11111 IIIIIII"dly 10 the north and at the two transverse ditches across the site, 

d. I, 1111 III Ihl' west side is suffering from severe stock damage in places. The 
1111'1. I 1""·.· .. 

II I II .II II III "'. ,'ollsist of two ditches crossing the spur, the first is the major 
til h 1'1' I IIIt'II to rho vulnerable southern approach, and the second divides the 
"III, 111111 III' oud . Flanking defence makes use of steep natural scarps falling 

I III 111111 IIII' nnw swampy gullies on both sides of the site, The northern 
II 1'11111111111'1111. nt :I precipitous slope to the beach, A slight bank is unusually 
I I 1 I 11.11111 nl the margin of the occupation platform next to the vulnerable 

I '1'1'1" I' Ii Ilitl II III' other end of the main platform next to the inner transverse 

Taranaki Archives @ www.newplymouth.info 
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OTETE 
N108/19 

o 10 20 m 

Fig. 14. Plan and sections of Otete (NI0S/19). 
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III 11111 vlcw from the north. Two pairs of pits can be seen on the cliff edge in 
the foreground. 

I Ii "111111 I I (III Ii 11 occ upation platform is virtually level and shows no sign of 
I II IlIj IIII 11111111 (' t' 'pt five rua . Six more rua have been dug into the sides of the 

II III ,I I dll\'h, What remains of the north sloping seaward occupation area indi 
I It II , "I 1"'lh IP, lour, FUll and some slight scarps suggestive of terracing. Two 

I II It iljllI Ih'lllIl'd open pits close to the cliff top may belong to the pa or may be 
I Iii 'II 11'1'11 Ih(' product of Second World War home guard activity. A similar pit 

I I I "llh Ii 1111 Ihl' dill top ca. 100 m north of the fortification, while further north 
I u . I "IIIIII'j 01 /'//1/ situated close to the present cliff top (see Fig. 15), The main 
I 1111 III ( III II I "/I, , 5 x J 5- 22 m (about 650 m'), while the seaward platform is 30 x 
I " I I" I III1 ~I" I 'III iving an area of perhaps 700 m-. The total area within the outer 

II I I IHI III' this including the inner transverse ditch with its important food 

rIItHI/(1 ('i71)X )1) Figs. 16, 17 
I III 10 I II "" IIpiL'N th top of a prominent hill between Plymouth Road and South 

I I lilli' Ih,' 11111'111 srn side the ditch and bank defences have been transformed into a 
II Itlill \ 11111'1111111' damage is also apparent on the east side, Localised stock damage 

II " II, 111111 d 1\ boxthorn hedge cuts through the site which is otherwise under grass. 
III' I 11111" II ,""j survive on the flanks of the hill below the fortification, 

I hi II" I IIl1l1HlIal in the survey area in its use of a commanding natural situation, 
11'1' III illl' low 'J' Tapuae River valley many high hills with precipitous approaches 

I" I II 1'"llpll'll'i neglected, the preferred location even when these superb defensive 
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Fig. 16. Plan and sections of Pukiekie (NI08/65). 
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III' II, l'uk ick ic - aerial view from the north-east. 

I II nvruluhlc I' 'mains the unobtrusive spur end low in the stream valleys, 
I 1111111111,11 III Iii' north, west and south by precipitous natural slopes to the now 

1111 \ 11IIIIlIliiS ('II. 40-50 m below the defences. To the east is a slight saddle to 
111"111" IIIW 'I', rolling country. Artificial defence is made up of a single ditch 

IIIlliI 1111 Ii \ 11\ pI' .sumably continuous around the site. At the vulnerable east end is a 
,I I. III III III ""lIllk elil .h and bank. A scarp of 1.5 m divides the occupation area in two 
I,ll III I 1IIIIvidni a basis for further internal defences directed at holding the major 
II I III III I1I1 I II'" (II' possession of the lower east end of the pa by an attacking party. 

'" 11111 \1 II 1111'1'''' 0 cupation platform has upwards of ten rua and several small 
I I III' II "'I'I'11l 'I' indicate something of the internal organisation. The rua cluster at 

I ", IIi] ,iI IIIV platform. A further six or seven rua are located in the defensive ditch 
III 1111111 101',1 , iii ' of th pa. The lower platform is triangular in plan. Only one rua 
" I I" 11I,"II'd Oil it. The maximum dimensions of the occupation area within the 

I II, III H() x . 111 with an area of ca. 1350 m-. The upper platform is ca. lOOO m2 

I I II" 111\ I I I I( l()() III . Immediately outside the defences at the west end of the site is a 
III I II I I ,II I H \ . III in size, while three more terraces are further down the steep western 
11'1 1,1 III '" lu-low the defences. 
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Fig. IS. Plan and sections of NIOS/29. 
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Fig. 19. NIOS/29 - aerial view from the south-west. 

N108/29 (580839) Figs. 18, 19 
NI08/29 can be seen across a gully 200 m east of Plymouth Road, 2.5 km from the 

main South Road. It is cu. 3 km from the sea and is located on the edge of rolling country 
broken by the valleys of many small streams which extends east of Plymouth Road to the 
high ground traversed by Hurford Road. West of Plymouth Road is the extensive terrace 
country of the Koru Road district. The site is unusual being made up of three small 
ring-ditch fortifications. Between them they command adjacent gullies and beyond for at 
least 200 m distance in all directions. N 108/29 is now under rough pasture and bracken. 
onsiderable damage has been done to the ditches of two of the defended areas by 

preparation of a farm track which now winds it way through the site. The site is otherwise 
in good condition except for local slumping and stock damage. 

Natural defences of this pa are not strong. The approach from all sides is easy, except 
10 the south side of the smallest strongpoint and from the low ground between the 
positions which is in any event flanked by fortifications. The hills stand ca. 20 m above 
the bottom of adjacent gullies. The largest defended area is 35 ill distant and 5 m higher 
than its neighbour on the same ridge. The smallest strongpoint is 70 m from the major 
defended area and 60 m distant and cu. 3 m lower than the other. This position commands 
the valley west of the site which is not covered from the other two strongponts. Platform 
scarps are ca. 3-4 m in height. Defence in the form of banks at the platform rim occurs at 
the east end of the major platform, where it is up to 3 m across and stands a metre above 
the adjacent platform level, and at the west end of the neighbouring strongpoint. This 
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indicates that these two fortifications, at least, make up parts of a whole since the platform 
rim defence is directed outwards at each defended area, the other end of each platform 
being covered from the neighbouring position. 

The occupation platform of the major strongpoint is 38 x 8-16 m in size, with an 
area of CCI. 475 m-. An unusual storage capacity is indicated by at least 23 rua, a 
marked feature of which is their distribution down the centre of the long axis of the 
platform with areas adjacent to the defensive scarps generally left clear. The second 
strongpoint has an occupation platform of 17 x 15 m maximum dimensions with an area of 
ca. 200 m2 A low scarp divides off a 2-3 m wide terrace on the western side. There are 
two rita on this low area, with another six, in three pairs, elsewhere on the platform. 
Another two rita are outside the defences at the west end while one is located inside the 
ditch nearby. The smallest strongpoint is less distinct than the others having suffered some 
slumping of the platform margins. It may have been 16 x 8 m in size (co 130 m-). There is 
at least one rua on the platform with indications of three more. Assuming contemporary 
occupation, the total defended area of this pa is ca. 800 m-. As many as 36 rua give a 
considerable storage capacity. 

Fig. 20. Areromaoa - aerial view from the north. Taken in November 1974, the photograph 
shows the remains of three defensive ditches east (left) of the occupation platform which have 

since been destroyed. 
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Arerornaoa NI08/30 (571838) Figs. 20,21 

Areromaoa lies on the end of an almost level spur which divides two small tributaries 
of the Mangaone Stream 300m east of Koru Road and ca. 3 km from the sea. Until the 
early 197?s th~ ~arthwor~s ,:ere virtually intact under pine plantation. Not many months 
before I first visited the site III November, 1974, the pines were removed with extensive 
damage done to the site. Since then more damage has occurred. What remains is now 
under pasture with some litter and occasional native understorey vegetation surviving the 
tree-felling operations. 

Areromaoa 
, I I I I I 

N108/30 

Fig 21 I I 

_ Ditch 

c:> Bank 
IT' Scarp 

Fig 22 

Figs. 21, 22. Pa plans. 21. Areromaoa (NIOS/30). 22. Te Awahahae (NLOS/25). 


